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STRONG HOPE PLANTATION

Saint Thomas, Barbados

Strong Hope Plantation is a prime example of best both worlds where luxury meets historical living. With

plenty character and depth, this extraordinary home sits in St. Thomas which adds the alluring country

element to the plantation.

Strong Hope comprises of a main house, cottage, barn and utility buildings. From first glance, viewers are

greeted with a sense of community and family, rich with history and even more stories and culture to add.

The infrastructure alone is filled with many tales while providing a sense of opulence.

The Main House sits in the heart of the plantation and consists of a coral store built as it stands as a grand

monumental building of the plantation. This single storey home encompasses 4 bedrooms and 4.5 baths

with a grand foyer, and marble flooring leading to rooms with hand- scraped Hickory boards and close-

board pickled pine ceilings that baths in the epitome of lavish artistry. The gourmet Kitchen is one of the

features of the home as it equipped with the top-of-the-line appliances, with soft close hardwood cabinetry

and marble counter tops. Whereas the master suite, ensuite bathroom is complete double rainfall shower,

tun and his-and-her sinks. Also, with the spacious deck with the Jacuzzi pool adds even more leisure to the

estate as one can bask and overlook the landscape.

Adjacent to the Main House is the West Wing which ideal for a more business ambience. This space is

versatile with its usage as it can be a professional setting or use for personal indulgence. There is a

conference room, offices, treatment rooms and air condition gymnasium.

The Cottage is an extension of the tranquility of the plantation, that offers additional space for family and

guest. Featuring a loft bedroom with panoramic view of the estates adds effortlessly to the stunning but

still cozy sanctuary. With two ensuite bedrooms on the ground level, a well-appointed kitchen and snug

living room, this extension simply is homely.

The Barn is a coral stone built with rustic touch that consists of pickled pine ceilings and porcelain floor

tiles. Comprising of 3 bedrooms and 3.5 bathrooms is completed with its own full-size pool.

The Utility Buildings are located North of the plantation, with flexibility with numerous usages. Whether



additional bedroom suits, professional or recreational space there is room to accommodate.

Strong Hope Plantation is a timeless built that encompasses the history, and the luxury in the heart

Barbados.

More Information

Sale Price:  price on request

External Link: 

Yes
Name:

Zen Realty 

Management

Telephone: 1246-285-7593WhatsApp: 1246-285-7593

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  Plantation House

Bedrooms:  10

Bathrooms:  10

Swimming Pool:  Swimming Pool

Land Area:  631,735sq. ft

Floor Area:  21,401sq. ft

Listed:  6 Mar 2024
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